METHODS
graphically presents for the last 44 weeks of the dataset, the actual last 44 weeks of data, the forecasted flu trend data, and a forecasted 95% confidence band (CB). The above approach results in 12 (2x6) possible (p,d,q) x (P,D,Q) 52 combinations on which analyses could be performed. In actuality, four of these combinations were not considered, for their R program run times exceeded three hours or resulted run-time errors and AIC values could not be reported. Figure 6 presents the AIC values for the eight combinations on which analyses were performed.
An inspection of Figure 6 shows that the optimal (i.e., lowest) AIC value is for the (0,1,10)x(0,1,1)52 combination. 
Seasonally Fit Model Using Trigonometric Functions
Two models were fitted. Model 1 was fitted using cos(2 / ) and sin(2 / ). Model 2 was fitted with the additional terms cos(4 / ) and sin(4 / ). Since there was no apparent polynomial trend in the time series, there was no attempt to combine the polynomial trend and trigonometric seasonality to fit a model. Figure 3 shows a plot of the flu trend data and a plot of the two fitted models using trigonometric functions. The resulting plots of the two models were very similar, as were their AIC values, 7727.821 for Model 1 and 7693.317 for Model 2. 
Multiplicative Seasonal Autoregressive Integrated
Moving Average (SARIMA) Model Following the recommended procedure of Shumway 11 for nonstationary time series, a first difference was taken and the ACF and PACF of the first difference was produced (not shown). An inspection of the ACF of the first difference showed statistically significant peaks at seasonal lags h = 1s, 2s, 3s, and 4s, where s = 52 (i.e., h = 52, 104, 156, and 208) with relatively slow decay. This supported an assumption of a seasonal difference. The next step was to construct a seasonal (s = 12) difference of the first differenced time series
The ACF and PACF of the seasonal difference of the first differenced time series were then examined (Figure 4 ). First, concentrating on the seasonal (s = 52) lags, the ACF shows a strong peak at h = 1s and lesser, but still statistically significant peaks at h = 3s , 4s, 5s, and 7s. The PACF shows statistically significant peaks at only h = 1s. It appears that:
• the ACF is cutting off after lag 1s and the PACF is tailing off in the seasonal lags • the ACF is cutting off after lags 3s, 4s, 5s, or 7s, and the PACF is tailing off in the seasonal lags, or • the ACF and PACF are both tailing off in the seasonal lags, Using Table 3 .3 from Shumway 11 , this suggests either • an SMA of order Q = 1, (0,1,1) 52 • an SMA of order Q = 3, (0,1,3) 52 • an SMA of order Q = 4, (0,1,4) 52 • an SMA of order Q = 5, (0,1,5) 52 • an SMA of order Q = 7, (0,1,7) 52 , or • an SARMA of orders P = 1 (because of the spike at 1s) and Q = 1, (1,1,1) 52
Next, inspecting the ACF and the PACF at the within season lags, h =1,…,51, ( Figure 5 ) it appears that either • both the ACF and PACF are tailing off, (1,1,1), or • the ACF cuts off at lag 10, (0,1,10) or Therefore, due to these relatively low rates of vaccination, healthcare providers and public health officials have great motivation to implement interventions to contain influenza outbreaks. The first step of this containment is early identification. However, influenza outbreaks are often well underway before public health officials become aware of the outbreak. As stated in the Objective, the goal of this project is to utilize historical time series data of influenza incidence to develop a predictive model to forecast expected number of reported cases with confidence intervals. Having data-driven forecasts to compare with observed number of influenza cases can facilitate in deciding whether an apparent excess of cases represents an outbreak or a random variation. 4 The data for this project was obtained from the Google Flu Trends (GFT) project. 5 A paper published in the journal Nature stated that the GFT predictions were 97% accurate when compared to CDC data. 6 Subsequent publications 7,8 , however, have questioned the accuracy of the GFT data. Nevertheless, the methods presented in this project for model fitting, selection, and forecasting are transferable to other applicable data rich time series data sets.
The first step was to plot the original data (Figure 1 ). The data was the estimated US incidence of influenza from 2003 to 2014. The data reports incidence as estimated influenza like illness (ILI) cases per 100,000 physician visits. The time series clearly has a seasonal pattern as well as nonconstant variance. The seasonal pattern is estimated to occur with a period of one year (52 weeks).
Figure 1.
As can be seen in Figure 1 , there are three large peaks: preceding 2004, post 2008 , and approximately 2013. The first two peaks correspond to documented outbreaks 9,10 and were removed from the time series dataset used to fit the prediction model. Corresponding weekly values from the previous and subsequent years were averaged and substituted from the removed outbreak years. The 2013 peak did not correspond to a documented outbreak and was kept in the dataset.
Next, graphs of the autocorrelation function (ACF) and partial autocorrelation function (PACF) of the time series were constructed (not shown). The graphs showed slow decay of the ACF and in the PACF a first lag of nearly 1, indicating nonstationary behavior.
A preliminary visual analyses of the time series plot and graphs of the time series' ACF and PACF, suggested three candidate models to fit the flu trend time series dataset:
• A seasonally fit model using seasonal indicators • A seasonally fit model using trigonometric functions • A multiplicative seasonal autoregressive integrated moving average (SARIMA) model The Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) goodness of fit measure was used as the benchmark for determining which candidate model was the best fit for the flu trend time series dataset. Figure 2 shows a plot of the flu trend data and a plot of the fitted model using seasonal indicators. Predicting influenza trends is a difficult undertaking. Even before performing my analyses, I knew that even GFT's predictions were at times very inaccurate. In the 2011-2013 time period it consistently overestimated influenza incidence, 8 and over a specific interval in the 2012-2013 flu season GFT's data predicted twice as many doctor's visits than the CDC actually recorded. 12,13 One possible reason for the predicted model not fitting the actual data for the last 44 weeks is that in the data used to fit the model the last year (2013) had a very large spike in cases (Figure 1 ). This likely contributed to the over prediction. The SARIMA series of models clearly (based on the AIC measure) were superior to the other seasonality models. Figure 7 clearly demonstrates that the fitted SARIMA model fit the actual data quite well. It was the "curve ball" in the last 44 weeks of actual data that threw off the predicted model. Nevertheless, the optimal SARIMA model fell short in the prediction of the withheld last 44 weeks. Knowing what we know now, I could have withheld more than 44 weeks of data to compensate for the ~2013 influenza peak, but that would hint at gaming the process after knowing the results.
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